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A factorization perspective to problems of optimal causal estimation and optimal 
causal control of linear stochastic systems defined on an inlinite dimensional Hilbert 
space is presented. A separation principle is derived when the system input/output 
map is generated by an abstract evolution operator. The factorization formalism 
allows for an essentially algebraic approach to these problems. c> 1991 Academx 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents a factorization theory perspective to problems of 
optimal causal estimation and optimal causal control of linear stochastic 
systems defined on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. In particular these 
results include the LQG problem for distributed parameter and hereditary 
systems, e.g., dynamical systems governed by partial differential equations, 
differential-delay equations, systems with state, control, and/or measure- 
ment delays, and combinations thereof. However, it is the formalism of the 
results which is the focal point of the paper. As most of the analytical tools 
used in this approach have been previously developed in the papers [ 1,2], 
the arguments here become essentially algebraic. 
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A representative version of the results is the following. The state and 
observation processes are given by x = #(Bu + u:), z = HX + t:, where 
x, 24, 3, W, and u are stochastic processes representing the state, control. 
measurement, white state noise, and white measurement noise, respectively. 
These processes all belong to various Hilbert spaces. The maps 4, B, and 
H (and all other maps defined below) are assumed to be bounded, linear, 
and causal. The concepts of causality here and memoryless later are defined 
by a Hilbert resolution space structure. The main assumption is that 4 is 
an abstract evolution (or transition) operator (defined below). 
In the setting above, two minimization problems are considered over the 
space of causal Hilbert-Schmidt maps: state estimation, with objective 
function J,(K) = E( Ix - Kz[*), and control, with objective function J,(D) = 
E(lxl’+ lDzl*), where U= Dz. (In the deterministic setting the optimal 
regulator problem is well posed without requiring any maps to be Hilbert- 
Schmidt, cf. Section 4.) Optimal solutions k and 6 to both problems are 
obtained, and the corresponding control ti = Bz and state estimate .? = /?z 
are shown to satisfy an abstract separation principle of the form 
T?=~~{BC+M,(Z-H~)}-~R,~ (1.1) 
ti = -MC.< - R,,ii. (1.2) 
The maps &4,, M, are memoryless; and the maps R, and R, are causal with 
the same “memory” as B and H, respectively. Further, these operators are 
all derived from the factorization formalism as 
I+ (#B)*(@)= (I+ V,*)(Z+ V,.) 
I+ (fV)(W)* = (I+ J’,)U+ Cl, 
where 
V, = M,dB + R, 
V, = HdM, + R,. 
In the special case that B and H are memoryless, the maps R, = 0 and 
R, =O. Then (l.l)-(1.2) reduce to the classical feedback equations for 
optimal stochastic control. 
The connection between the factorization formalism and optimization 
problems in linear estimation and control was implicit in the work of 
Kalman and Bucy [4]. In Kailath [S] and Schumitzky [6], this connec- 
tion was made explicit; and in Hagander [7], a complete summary of these 
relationships was presented. In [47], however, the systems considered had 
finite dimensional state spaces. 
The generalization of these ideas to infinite dimensional state space was 
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initiated by Saeks [8] with the development of Hilbert resolution spaces. 
In DeSantis, Saeks, and Tung [9], the results of [7] were extended to this 
Hilbert space setting using a state space realization theory of Schumitzky 
[lo] (see also [ll]). 
In the present paper, we extend the results of [9] to cover more general 
classes of systems. As a consequence, we are able to model, for example, 
dynamical systems governed by linear functional equations with delayed 
controls, states, and/or measurements (cf. [ 19-2 1 ] ). 
There are two major differences between our approach and that of [9] 
which lead to this increased generality. First, we introduce a different 
notion of state realization which enables us to make quick contact with the 
connection between factorization and operator Riccati equations (cf. [ 131) 
in concrete settings, and thereby obtain very streamlined proofs for a number 
of quadratic cost problems for distributed parameter systems (Section 3). 
And second, we considerably relax the conditions in [9] on the control/state 
and state/measurement maps. For example, we allow them to be causal 
rather than memoryless (Sections 4 and 5). 
2. NOTATION AND ASSUMPTIONS 
H will always denote a real separable Hilbert space with a complete 
chain of orthoprojectors {E’} where t E [0, 11. The prototype of this sort 
is the space L2( [0, 11, H,), where the chain of orthoprojectors is generated 
by the standard truncation projector, (E’x)(s) = x[O, t](s) x(s), where x is 
the indicator function. The pair (H, {E’}) is called a Hilbert resolution 
space. (See [ 1, 6, 171 for more details.) 
Given two such spaces Hi and Hi, B, will denote the standard Banach 
space of bounded linear maps from Hi into H,. Further, given any 
subspace S of B,, S + will denote the subspace of causal maps in S, i.e., 
those maps TES with the property that E’TE’= E’T for all TV [0, 11; 
similarly S- will denote the subspace of anticausal maps A E S such that A * 
is causal; and M, will denote the subspace of memoryless maps ME B, 
such that M is causal and anticausal. 
An important class of operators that will be used throughout this paper 
are those operators that are “dominated by a measure” (cf. [ 1, 2, IS]). The 
basic properties of these maps are now quickly reviewed. (See [ 1, 23 for 
more details.) 
Let (H,, {Et}), i = 1,2, be as above. We can then construct resolutions 
of the identity E, and E, on the class 0 of Bore1 subsets of [0, l] with 
ranges in B,, and B,,, respectively, such that Ej( [0, t]) = Ej, i= 1,2. Now 
let p be an arbitrary probability measure on 52 which is absolutely 
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continuous with respect o Lebesgue measure. The space Ly2 dominuted ha, 
the measure ,LL is defined as 
Ly2 = { TE B,, : there exists 113 0 such that 
Also, the “dual” space is similarly defined: 
LTzp= (TEB,,: there exists y 3 0 such that 
ITE,(w)ld~~forallo~Q}. 
Throughout the rest of the paper the measure ,n will be fixed. Further we 
adopt the notation 
K,= L;; K,T = L;“. 
The class of operators K, is useful because of its closure, decomposition, 
invertibility, and factorization properties. These properties are stated in the 
four theorems below and proved in [ 1,241. In what follows, subscripts on 
the above spaces of operators will be suppressed when the context allows. 
THEOREM 2.1. SupposeKEK, LeK*, andBEB. Then KBEK,BLEK*, 
and K* E K*. 
THEOREM 2.2. The subspaces K + and K - are closed in K and 
K=K+@K-. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose K E K *. Then (I + K) ~ ’ exists in B and 
(I+ K)-’ - IE K'. (In fact Kf are quasi-nilpotents.) 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose K E K n K* with K 2 0 and D E M with D > 0. 
Then there exist unique causal X, YE K n K* such that 
K=X+X*+X*DX (2.1) 
K= Y+ Y* + YDY*. (2.2) 
In the case D = Z, Eqs. (2,l) and (2.2) are the special factorizations 
introduced by Gohberg and Krein [3]. We use however only one form of 
each special factorization. To this end, let T, S, C, HE B+ be given and 
suppose K= S*C*CS (K= HTT*H*, respectively). Then V, and V, are 
defined by 
z+ s*c*cs= (I+ v,*)(z+ V,) (2.3) 
I+ HTT*H* = (I+ V,)(Z+ VT). (2.4) 
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The causal maps V/, and I’, are the key ingredients in the theory and 
examples to follow. I/, enters in the deterministic control problems; I’, 
enters in the estimation problems; and they both enter in the stochastic 
control problems. 
Remarks. It can be shown that any Hilbert-Schmidt operator K is also 
an element of K n K* for some suitable probability measure p (cf. [ 11). 
Thus the results above hold also for Hilbert-Schmidt maps. In fact in 
Theorem 2.4, X and Y are also Hilbert-Schmidt (cf. [2, 31). 
3. ADMISSIBLE TRANSITION OPERATORS 
In this section we define a concept related to the idea of “state” 
realization. The interested reader can consult [l, 10, 17, 241 for more 
details. The resulting definition is motivated by a fundamental property of 
evolution (or transition) operators, i.e., input/output maps generated by 
dynamical systems. We first need some auxiliary properties related to 
the space K. (Again the reader is referred to [l] for a more complete 
discussion.) 
Define the resolution space L2(H1) =L,([O, 11, Hi; p) as the space of 
p-square integrable functions on [0, l] with values in H, along with the 
truncation resolution of the identity (E(w)x)(t) = x(w)(t) x(t). 
Given a map K E K,, and simple function x( .) E L,(H i ), say 
x(t)= i X(wi)(f)xi3 
i=l 
define the element y = F(K) x( .) E H, by 
y= i E,(wi) Kx~. 
i=l 
It is shown in [ 11, that the map F(K) defined above can be extended in 
a continuous manner to all of &(H,); and thus defines a bounded map 
between L,(H,) and H,. It can further be shown that &(m) F(K)= 
9(K) E(w) for all o E Q. Thus the map F(K) is memoryless. 
Next define the bounded causal map 9+: H, --) L,(H,) by 3’~: t + E’x, 
and the anticausal map 9-x: t + E,x (where E,= I- E’). Then 
K = S(K) 9 + + F(K)% ~ yields the decomposition of Theorem 2.2. 
Now let TeK3i. Then T induces a bounded memoryless map T such 
that T: L,(H,) + L2(H1) by Tx( .): t + TX(~). It is also verified that 
F(KT) = F(K) T. Finally define the bounded memoryless maps B * : 
L,(H,) + L2(H1) by .69+x(.): t--f E’x(t) and .9-x(.): t + E,x(t). In [13] 
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it is proved that if K is causal (anticausal) then 9(K) = J(K).4 ’ 
(F(K) = F(K)F, respectively). Thus assuming A E Km-, for example, we 
can write 
WI + =.S(AT)g+ =.9-(A) ~99+=.1F(A)9-~9+. (3.1 1 
In Eq. (3.1) and in what follows we use the notation {K} + and (K) 
to denote the natural projections of KE K onto K + and K -, respectively. 
as given by Theorem 2.2. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Assume C$ is a causal map in K n K *. Then 4 is said to 
be an admissible state (costate) transition operator if there exists a bounded 
memoryless map M: H + L,(H,) such that 
(i) ~‘&9+ =A44 
(ii) (P+$*P = Mf$*, respectively). 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume q5 is an admissible state (costate) transition 
operator. Then for every A E K ~ there exists P E M such that 
{Ad)+ =Pd (3.2) 
( { q4A) + = q5P, respectively). (3.3) 
Proof: We prove (3.2). Equation (3.1) implies that 
{Ad}, =F(A)F@+ =F(A)M4 
for some bounded memoryless M: H -L,(H,). Noting that P= 
S(A)ME M then gives the desired result. A similar argument yields 
(3.3). I 
EXAMPLE 3.3. The prototype for an admissible state and costate 
transition operator is the following: Let H denote a real separable Hilbert 
space. Let qi(t, s) denote a strongly continuous evolution operator on H 
(see also [ 14, 161 for examples). Now define the map C$ on L2( [0, 11, H): 
+z: t + j-’ $( t, s) z(s) ds. 
0 
It is seen (cf. [I]) that $E K+ (p = Lebesgue measure) with 
y = ess sup IqS(t, s)l. (If H is infinite dimensional then 4 need not be 
compact.) Further, it is shown in [ 1, Example 4.21, that 4 is an admissible 
state transition operator. To see where the map P in (3.2) comes from in 
a concrete case, let A EK- be an integral operator with essentially 
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bounded kernel A(t, s). Then Px: t -+ P(t) x(t) is given by P(t) = 
j: A( t, r) #(r, t) dr. Since P( . ) is essentially bounded, P is a bounded 
memoryless operator. A similar argument shows that q5 is an admissible 
costate transition operator. 
If T can be written in the form T= Mb, where M is memoryless and 
q!~ is an admissible state transition operator, then we say that T admits 
an admissible state decomposition. Our next example shows that any 
causal Hilbert-Schmidt operator has an admissible state decomposition. 
To motivate this fact, consider a Volterra integral operator V on H, = 
&([O, 11, R’) with a semi-separable kernel of the form 
44s)= o 
{ 
.f (t)’ g(s), s<t 
3 s> t, 
where f, g E X = L,( [0, 11, R”) and ’ means transpose. We can then write 
V= FG where G : H, + X is an admissible state transition operator and 
F: X + H, is memoryless. (G is just the integral operator of Example 3.3 
with kernel f(t, s) = g(s).) The fact that operators with semi-separable 
kernels admit such an admissible decomposition suggests that other causal 
integral operators may also have this decomposition by properly taking 
limits. An abstraction of this conjecture is contained in the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let T: H, -+ H1 be a causal Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
We now show that T can be written in the form T = Mqh, where M is 
memoryless and 4 is an admissible state transition operator. This assertion 
was stated in [ 1 ] and has some significance in the “state space” theory of 
Hilbert resolution space (see Feintuch and Saeks [ 171 and Aravena [24]). 
First T has a singular value decomposition 
T= f Si<.> #i>$i 
,=l 
for certain complete orthonormal sets ($i} and { $i} in H, and H,, respec- 
tively. (Note that {di} and (I+II~} depend on T). Let cp denote the 
isomorphism between H, and I,, 
cpx: i -+ (4 di>, 
and define $:I, + H, by 
*u = C stai*i7 CI = (a,, . . . . cti, . ..). 
,=I 
Clearly then T= I+@ Furthermore, I+$ is observed to be Hilbert-Schmidt. 
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Now let C denote the class of Bore1 subsets of [0, 11. In [ 11, it is 
verified that p: Z + R’ defined by 
is a probability on Z, where I/. /I is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Thus, as 
before, the operator F($): L2( [0, 11; I,, p) --f H, defined via its action on 
simple functions 
F(ti)z= i E(“i) ez,, 
N 
z= 1 x(+)(t)z, 
i=l ,=I 
is memoryless with respect to the natural function projections in 
L2( [0, 11; I,, p) [ 11. Also, since T is causal, using the machinery in [ 11, 
we can write 
where 4: H, -+ L,( [0, 11; I,, 11) with 
4x: t+ (Cd,, E’x), . . . . (q5;, E’x), . ..). 
q5 is seen to be causal with respect to the truncation projections, so that 
T=F($)$ represents T as a product of a memoryless and a causal 
operator. 
With the operators 9- and 9+ defined as above, it can be directly 
verified that 
where ME M is defined by 
[Mx](t): s -+ 
i 
;(rJy 
sat 
3 s < t. 
Thus q5 is an admissible state transition operator. 
There is a close connection between the above definition of admissibility 
and special factorization. This result is the key to feedback representations. 
It shows exactly how special factors share the “dynamics” of 4. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume q5 is an admissible state and costate transition 
operator. Let B, HE B+; C, GEM; and let Vc and V, be defined by 
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(2.3)-(2.4) with S = q5B and T= q5G and suppose HT, (CS)* E K. Then there 
exists M,, M, E M such that 
V,.=M&B+ {U-B), (3.4) 
V,=HdM,+ {HZ-},, (3.5) 
where 
Z7= (I+ I’,*)-’ B*q5*C*Cq5 (3.6) 
X=#GG*d*H*(l+ V,*)-‘. (3.7) 
Proof. From (2.3) and (3.2) it follows that Z7B = V,. + A, where A E K- 
and Z7, = M,$ for some M,. E M. Thus { Z7B} + = H, B + {HP B} + which 
gives (3.4). The proof of (3.5) is similar, where we now use 
c, =dM,, M,EM (3.8) 
and HZ= V,+A, AEK~. m 
When B, HEM, the terms (I7_B}+=O and {HL)+=O. We now 
show in general how these “correction” terms are related to the “memory” 
of B and H. 
For each d > 0 let 
q(d)= {CEB+: E,CE’=E,C(E’-E’-d), ‘it}. 
Note that d, dd, implies W(d,) I%‘. If CE%(~) for some d, define 
d(C)=inf{d: CE:%‘(d)}. (3.9) 
Then d(C) can be interpreted as the maximum length of “delay” or 
“memory” in the operator C. If C E M then d(C) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Assume A E K -, FE K* -, and B E B + . Then 
d({ABl+)6W and 4 {Bf’l + ) G d(B). 
Proof We prove the first inequality. Let d(B) = 6. Observe that the 
following equalities hold for all t: 
E,{AB}+E’= {E,ABE’}+ = {E,AE,BE’}+ 
= {E,AE,B(E’-Er-6))+ 
=E,{AB}+(E’-E’ps). 
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Thus {AB], E g(6) and hence d( I AB) + ) < d(B). A similar argument gives 
the second inequality. 1 
Remurk. It follows from Proposition 3.6 that the terms (Z7 B) + and 
{HZ- j + in Eqs. (3.4))(3.5) have no more “memory” than the maps B and 
H, respectively. This is significant in the representation of optimal estimates 
and controls in Sections 4-6 (cf. Theorems 5.2 and 6.2). 
4. OPTIMAL DETERMINISTIC CONTROL 
Before turning to the stochastic optimization problems of Sections 5 and 
6, we first solve a generalized version of the deterministic linear regulator 
problem. This result is important in our factorization formalism, not only 
for its own interest, but for its relation to the separation principle treated 
in Theorem 6.2. 
We consider the system 
x= Tw+Su (4.1) 
with quadratic cost 
J(u)= lu12+ ICXI’, (4.2) 
where u E Hi, x E H,, and w E H, represent the control, state, and forcing 
term, respectively; and TE K +, SE K +, and CE M. 
Let U be a closed subspace of H,. By an optimal control tie U, we mean 
the (unique) minimizer of J(u) over all u E U. Now if U = H,, it is easily 
seen that 
li= -(Z+S*C*CS)~‘S*C*CTw. 
This expression in general represents neither a causal nor anticausal 
operator on w (or equivalently on x). Since we are interested in only causal 
controls, we must therefore restrict the class of w or the subspace U. To 
this end we fix w E H, and define the map A E K- by 
A = (I+ V,*)((Z+ I’,*)-‘S*C*CT} --) 
where Vc is given by (2.3). Now set 
U,.= {~EH,: (Aw,u)=O}. (4.3) 
In many cases of interest, it can be shown that U,, = H, (cf. Corollary 4.2). 
Our next result shows that the optimal control in U,. is a causal operator 
on the state, when the input/output map has an admissible state decom- 
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position. Further when the state/control map is memoryless, the familiar 
memoryless feedback solution is obtained. 
THEOREM 4.1. (a) Let q5 be an admissible state transition operator and 
consider the system (4.1) and the functional (4.2) defined on U,. Let T= q$G 
with GE M. Then there exists M,. E M such that the optimal control ii E U, 
has the causal state feedback form 
Li= -Mr.?+ (M,,S- V,)zi, (4.4) 
where i is the corresponding optimal state trajectory, and V,. is given by 
(2.3). 
(b) If S=tiB, BEB+ with d(B) = 6 (cf (3.9)) then there exists 
DEB+ with d(D) < 6 such that 
ii= -M,f-Dti. 
(c) Zf in addition 6 = 0, i.e., BE M, then there exists P,, E M such that 
ti has the memoryless state feedback form 
Proof: (a) From (4.1)-(4.3), 
.Z(u)=((Z+S*C*CS)u,u)+2(C*CSu,~Gw)+f3 
= ((I+ Vc)u, (Z+ V,)u> + 2(ZZGw, (I+ V,)u> + 8 
= ((I+ V<)U, (I+ V,.)u) +2(l7+ Gw, (I+ V,.)u) + 8 
=I(Z+V,)u+ZZ+Gw(*+& 
where ZZ= ((I+ Vb)-‘B*d*C*C$) and where 0 is a term independent of 
U. Consequently J attains a unique minimum at ti = -(I+ V,) -I 17, Gw or 
li = -17, Gw - V,.u. Now admissibility implies the existence of M,.E M 
such that 17, = M,I+% Thus 
ti= -M,.dGw- V,.ir= -M,.,?+(M,.S- V,)u. 
(b) Now if S = q5B, then by (3.4) 
M,S- I/,.= -{D-B}+. 
Thus (b) follows by setting D = {ZZ B) + and noting Proposition 3.6. 
(c) If 6 = 0, then li = -M,.?. Admissibility implies there exists 
memoryless M such that P-@S’ = Mb. From (a) and Theorem 3.2, 
M,=9((Z+ V;))‘B*q5*C*C)M. 
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When B is memoryless, Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.6 imply 
V, = M, q5B. Thus V,? = B*d*M,* and consequently, 
(Z+ V,*) ‘B* = B*(Z+ qS*M,*B*) ‘. 
Using this identity and defining 
P, = F((f + qS*M,?B*) ’ d*C*C)M (4.5) 
we see that M,.= B*P, (where we have used the fact that B*.F( .)= 
F(B*.) for B* memoryless, cf. [I]). 
Remark. The theorem provides a basic structure for the control 
synthesis of distributed parameter systems both with and without control 
delays (cf. [ 19-221). 
The result above gives a very quick and almost algebraic derivation of 
the optimal control law for the infinite dimensional regulator problem (cf. 
[ 151). Specifically using the notation of Example 3.3, consider the system 
with dynamics 
x(t) = d(t, 0)x, + j-' d(t, s) B(s) 4s) a's 
0 
(4.6) 
and quadratic cost 
4~) = j-’ (<C(s) x(s), C(s) x(s)) + (u(s), u(s))) ds, (4.7) 
0 
where for simplicity we take x0, us H, and B( .), C( .) to be strongly 
measurable ssentially bounded B(H) valued functions. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The optimal control u for (4.6)-(4.7) has the feedback 
.form 
ii(t) = -B*(t) P,(t) a(t), 
where P<(. ) is strongly measurable and essentially bounded. 
Proof: For E > 0, define w,(t) = (l/~) x[O, E](t)xO. Consider the 
problem of minimizing (4.7) subject to the constraint x=q5EEwE +dBE,u 
where E, = I - E”. Now condition (4.3) becomes (Aw, u) = 
(E,B*q5*PTEEw, u), so that using E, E” = 0 gives (Aw, u) = 0, for any 
u E H, . Theorem 4.1 then implies that the optimal control ti, has the form 
c,(t) = -B*(t) P,(t) z?,(t), for t > E, where P, is as defined in (4.5). Using 
the strong continuity of the truncation projections it is straightforward to 
verify that li, --f ti, and 2, -+ 2, as E + 0. 1 
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Remark 4.3. In [13] it is shown that P, as defined in (4.5) along with 
the proper identification for B, C, and 4 from the corrollary, uniquely 
solves the “first integral Riccati equation” of Gibson [14], thus yielding a 
quick derivation of the Riccati synthesis for the optimal control law. 
5. OPTIMAL ESTIMATION AND FILTERING 
The subsequent optimization problems we consider are stochastic. 
Several models for infinite dimensional systems driven by “white noise” are 
available. For our purposes the following model will suffice: 
x= Tw+Su (5.1) 
z=Hx+v (5.2) 
u=Dz, (5.3) 
where w is a white noise process-this means that w has zero mean 
E(w) = 0, and covariance operator E( ww*) = I; v is a white noise process 
independent of w, i.e., E(wv*) = 0; u is a random process. (All processes are 
Hilbert space valued.) Further, the maps H, DEB’ and T, S are Hilbert- 
Schmidt. In this case, the above model has been given a rigorous inter- 
pretation by ,Balakrishnan [ 151. 
The only background required for the stochastic problems we treat is the 
following: If w is a white noise process and T is a Hilbert-Schmidt map, 
then the process x = Tw has zero mean (E(x) = 0), covariance operator 
E(xx*) = TT*, and variance E(lxl’) = tr{ TT*}. 
Our first result concerns the form of the best linear causal estimator for 
the system (4.1t(4.3). In this case we consider the objective functional J, 
defined by 
JI(K)=E(Ix-Kz12) (5.4) 
where K is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider the system (5.1)-( 5.3) and the function J1 defined 
by (5.4). Then J1 attains a unique minimum at 
Z?= A(Z- HSD) + SD, (5.5) 
where 
z4 = { TT*H*(Z+ ?‘,*)-‘} + (I+ V,)-’ 
and V, is defined by Eq. (2.4). 
(5.6) 
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Proof Let X=(SD-K)(Z-HSD) ‘. From (5.1)..-(5.3), 
E(lx-Kz12)=tr{(T+XHT)(T+XNT)*+XX*) 
=tr(X(I+HTT*H*)X*)+2tr(TT*H*X*) +tr 
= tr(X(f+ V,.)(ZS v<?)x*] 
+2tr{TT*H*(Z+ V,) ‘(I+ V,*)-‘X*) +B 
=tr{YY*}+8, (5.7) 
where 
Y=X(Z+ V,)+ TT*H*(z+ by- 
and where 0 is a term independent of K. If Z is a causal HilberttSchmidt 
map, then tr(ZZ] = 0. Therefore we have for causal A’, E([x - Kz12) = 
tr( Y, Y*, } + 8. This expression attains a unique minimum at I’?= 
A(Z-HSD) + SD, where A = { TT*H*(Z+ V,*))‘} + (I+ V,))‘. 1 
Remark. Theorem 5.1 was first proved by the authors in [ 123 (see also 
[23]). It can also be obtained by the “Basic Stochastic Optimization 
Theorem” of [ 17, p. 2531. 
We now interpret Theorem 5.1 when the input/output map has an 
admissible decomposition. In this case the optimal causal estimate satisfies 
a generalized filter equation. 
THEOREM 5.2. Assume the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 5.1. Let 
T = dG, G E M. Suppose 4 is an admissible costate transition operator. Then 
there exists M, E M such that satisfies 
where 
i = cjM,(e - R,f) + Su, (5.8) 
e=z-Hi? 
R,= (HZ ) + 
f = (I+ R,) -‘e, 
(5.9) 
where C is given by Eq. (3.7). 
Proof: (a) We first prove (5.8) for S = 0. From (5.5) and (3.8) we have 
a=$M,(l + V,))‘z. Now define y by y= -V,(y+z), and set f= y+z. 
Thus z= +M,f: Equation (3.5) gives y = -(HbM,+ R,)f, so that f = 
z - H#M,f - R,f = z - Hi - R,f = e - R,J: It follows that 2 = 
4M,ie-&f” >. 
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(b) For S#O rewrite (5.1t(5.2) as 
g= Tw, &=x-S24 
~=Hx+v, _z=z--HSu. 
Applying part (a) to the above system gives 2 = &4,(_e - R,f), _e = _z - H$. 
Since u is “known,” x=x - Su and e = e. The desired result follows. 1 
Remark 5.3. (a) Equation (5.9) implies R, = 0 if HE M. In this case, 
one can argue as in Theorem 4.1 to show that there exists a P, E M such 
that M, = P,H*. Furthermore, when restricted to filtering problems 
governed by evolution dynamics such as in Corollary 4.2, results in [ 133 
again apply to produce a Riccati equation for P,, and the distributed 
parameter Kalman-Bucy filter representations uch as in [15, 161 are 
obtained. 
(b) More generally, Proposition 3.6 implies that R, has no more 
“memory” than H. This is significant in the synthesis of the optimal filter. 
(See, for example, Ichikawa [19], Delfour and Karrackchou [20], and 
[21].) 
Next we show that the recursive solution to the linear smoothing 
problem can be generated in a relatively simple fashion using our 
formalism. In this case we consider the system (5.1)-(5.2) with S = 0 and 
the objective functional Jz: K -+ R defined by 
J,(L)=E(Ix-Lzl*). (5.10) 
Note that J, is now defined over all Hilbert-Schmidt maps, not just causal 
ones. 
THEOREM 5.4. Assume the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 5.2 with 
S= 0. Then the functional J,(L) given by Eq. (5.10) has a unique minimum 
at i and the optimal linear smoothed estimate 2 = L.z has the recursive form 
2 = R, + p,*n, 
where if denotes the optimal filtering solution given by Eq, (5.8) and 
2=4*H*{y-HP:I} 
with ~=z-Hi~. 
ProoJ: From (5.7) in Theorem 5.1 (without the causality constraint), 
the minimizer of J,(L) is unique and is given by 
i= TT*H*(Z+ ?‘,*)-‘(I+ ?‘,)-I. 
409/155.‘1-9 
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Consider the factorization (2.2) with K= TT* and D = H*H. Denote this 
solution by W and note that 
W*=B((Z+ WHH*) ‘TG*)$*g 
=B((Z+ WHH*)--’ TG*) M#* (by admissibility). 
Thus W=q4P, where P,=F((Z+ WHH*)-‘TG*)M. (This P, is in fact 
the P, in Remark 4.3.) Then the optimal filtering solution given by 
Eq. (5.8) satisfies i,-= WH*(z- Hi,.) and (I+ VP)-‘z=z- Hzf. It follows 
that 
i = TT*H*(Z+ ?‘,*)-I {z - H,$}. 
Now TT*H* = WH*(I+ V,*)+ W*H*. Consequently: 
where 
Defining 
<= (I+ W*H*H)-’ W*H*{z- H$} 
= W*H*{(z- H+)- Hr}. 
A=$*H*{(z-H&)-H{} 
then gives the desired results. 1 
6. OPTIMAL STOCHASTIC CONTROL 
Our final application concerns the stochastic regulator problem with 
incomplete and noisy state observations. We have previously seen how left 
and right factorizations enter into the control and estimation problems, 
respectively. Not surprisingly, both factorizations play a role here. 
In this problem we again consider the system (5.1k(5.3). Our objective 
functional J2 is now however given by 
J,W)=E(ICx12+ b12), (6.1) 
where CE M and D is Hilbert-Schmidt. Note that now the causal map D 
in (5.3) is the independent variable. 
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THEOREM 6.1. Consider the system (5.1 k(5.3). Then thefunctional Jz(D) 
defined by (6.1) has a unique minimum at 
B=R(z+HSR)-1, 
where 
R= -(I+ I’,)-’ Y+(Z+ I’,)-’ 
Y=(Z+ V,)-‘S*C*CTT*H*(Z+ VJ’, 
where V, and V, are defined by (2.3)-(2.4). 
Proof. From Eqs. (5.1)-(5.3), we have u = Dz = RHTw + Rv, x = 
(T+SRHT)w+SRv where R=(Z-DHS)-‘D. Now let 52,=HTT*H* 
and Q, = S*C*CS. Then 
J,(D) = tr{(CT+ CSRHT)(CT+ CSRHT)* + (CSR)(CSR)*} 
+ tr{(RHT)(RHT)* + RR*} 
=tr{R(Z+SZ,)R*+CSR(Z+52,)(CSR)*}+2tr{CSRHTT*C*}+8 
= Q(R) + L(R) + 8, 
where Q(R) and L(R) denote the terms quadratic in R and linear in R and 
0 denotes a term independent of R. The minimization of J,(D) over all 
causal D is equivalent to the minimization of Q(R) + L(R) over all causal 
R. Using the property tr(AB) = tr(RA), the terms in Q(R) and L(R) can be 
simplified. Thus 
Q(R)=tr{R(Z+Q,)R*+Q,R(Z+SZ,)R*} 
= tr{R(Z+Q,) R*(Z+ Sz,)} 
= tr{R(Z+ V,)(Z+ V,*) R*(Z+ V,*)(Z+ V,)} 
= tr((Z+ V,) R(Z+ V,)(Z+ V,*) R*(Z+ V,*)} 
= tr(XX*}, 
where X= (I+ V,) R(Z+ V,). And 
2,5(R) = tr{S*C*CTT*H*R*} 
= tr{(Z+ V,*)plS*C*CTT*H*(Z+ V,*)-‘X*} 
= tr(XY*), 
where Y = (I + V,*)-‘S*C*CTT*H*(Z + V,*)-‘. Therefore J,(D) = 
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tr{(X+ Y)(X+ Y)*} +8. It follows that J? has a unique minimum at r? 
given by 
A= -(I+ V,) ’ Y+(Z+ V,.) Ii 1 
Remark. Theorem 6.1 was first proved by the authors in [ 121, see also 
[23]. It can also be obtained by the “Basic Stochastic Optimization 
Theorem” of [ 17, pp. 253, 2691. 
As in the previous sections, we interpret this last result when the 
input/output maps have admissible decompositions. We then obtain a 
generalization of the classical separation theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. (a) Assume the hypotheses and notation of Theorem 6.1. 
Let T= bG, GE M. Suppose I$ is an admissible state and costate transition 
operator. Then there exists M, E M such that the optimal control li = l% has 
the causal state feedback form 
li = -M,.i + (M,.S- If,.)& (6.2) 
where i is the optimal estimate of the corresponding optimal trajectory given 
by Theorem 5.2. 
(b) ZfS=dB, BEB+ then 
ti= -MC.?--R 1 .u, 
where 
R,= {U-B}, 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
and where 17- is given by Eq. (3.6). 
Proof: (a) Admissibility implies the existence of M,, M, E M such that 
{(I+ v(?-‘s*c*q} + = M,q4 
{~~GT*H*(z+ v,*)-1) + = 4~4,. 
It follows that Y, =M,dM,. 
From Theorems 6.1 and 5.2, the optimal control and corresponding 
optimal estimate satisfy 
ti= -(I+ V,.)-‘M,~M,(Z+ If,)-‘(Z-H&St) 
= -(I+ V,.)-’ M,(i- SC) 
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so that 
22 = -M,i + (MJ- V,)ti. 
(b) This follows from Eq. (3.4). 1 
Remarks 6.3. (a) Equation (6.4) implies R,. = 0 if BE M. In this case, 
Theorem 4.1 shows that there exists a P,EM such that MC= B*P,. 
Equation (6.3) then becomes 
C= -B*P,? (6.5) 
which is exactly the form of the classical optimal memoryless tate feedback 
control law. 
(b) More generally, Proposition 3.6 implies that R, has no more 
“memory” than B. This is significant in the synthesis of the optimal con- 
troller. (See, for example, Ichikawa [ 191, Delfour and Karrakchou [20], 
and [21, 221.) 
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